
  Argo Swim VideoⓇ 
Fresher Video. Smarter Swimmers. Better Swim-Life Balance 
 
Video is how kids learn everything. Every Teacher, Coach and Parent knows this. Argo Swim delivers a                 
simple, easy to use combination of hardware, software and professional quality underwater video. As most               
Coaches have little or no free time to either film their swimmers or even do the “old-school” review session,                   
we have created a much more meaningful and effective use of the Coach’s time and the swimmer’s                 
workout. 
 

1. EASY TO USE HARDWARE 
○ iPad Pro, swivel-mounted 65” TV and AppleTV are included free of charge.  
○ We mount the enormous TV up ( at 96”)  on the end-wall, out of the way, in the middle 
○ TV is right there; reach up, turn it on and use your iPhone or iPad via AirPlay  
○ Coaches can then “reach & teach” all lanes; our video or yours 
○ Your new iPad Pro comes with lots of storage capacity; all the video fits on it 

2. FREQUENT FILMING KEEPS VIDEO FRESH 
○ We typically film 3x per year, every swimmer on a team 
○ We film from above and below water simultaneously so you get a perfect split-screen on the big TV 
○ Increased filming frequency gives the team more value at a lower unit price 
○ Increased filming frequency keeps video content fresh and relevant, month after month 

3. TEACHING DURING SET-BREAKS WITH SHORT-DURATION VIDEO CLIPS  
○ Using set-breaks for technical instruction is the only way to get this kind of teaching done 
○ Short, 15-sec exposures throughout every practice is the best use of video 
○ Coaches alternate between our underwater video and that which they shoot themselves 
○ Kids learn precious little watching their video once for 10 min; repeated exposure is the key 
○ One-to-one “review-session” teaching is valuable but not realistic; Coaches are already out of time 

4. THE MYTH OF DIY 
○ Despite all evidence to the contrary, many Coaches think they can do it themselves. 
○ Several companies sell elaborate DIY kits comprised of hand-held cameras and software  
○ Coaches buying these kits underestimate the 3 basic components of any video program: 

i. Time required to effectively film all athletes, during practice, while continuing to Coach 
ii. Time required to effectively manage, secure, store and display the video content 
iii. Time and money required to configure and maintain effective “teaching hardware” 

○ We are trained video professionals and have filmed over 9000 swimmers 
○ Here’s the math: every swimmer x 5 mins of filming x 15 mins of backend file management 
○ That’s before you begin to use the content as a Coach and Teacher 
○ The “dirty little secret” of the DIY proposal is that you’ll use it awhile and then put it away, for good 

 
 

By Laine Higgins, Wall Street Journal, July 18, 2017 
The Swimming Revolution Is Finally Being Televised 
Advanced video analysis is now ingrained in the training for top U.S. swimmers, helping the sport catch up to the                    
analytics craze. 
http://www.cetusnews.com/sports/The-Swimming-Revolution-Is-Finally-Being-Televised.BJm4vc4THZ.html 
 
“While other sports embraced video decades ago as a means for refining technique, that wasn’t an option in                  
the pool due to technological limitations. Coaches and elite swimmers made adjustments based on              
guesswork and feel. Those days are officially over.” 

http://www.cetusnews.com/sports/The-Swimming-Revolution-Is-Finally-Being-Televised.BJm4vc4THZ.html

